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1) Ibrahim lives in Alexandria.      (  ) 

2) The family visited the park at the Montaza Palace. (  ) 

3) It was cloudy yesterday.        (  ) 
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1) ……………..……..

2) ……………..……..

3) ……………..……..
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1- When harmful chemicals go into water ........................ like rivers, 

lakes, and seas, we call this water pollution. 
a pollution b babies c bodies d animals 

2- We cook lots of different things, such as lentil ........................, ful 

medames, and molokhia.   
a salt b soup c soap d sugar 

3- How about ........................ some coconuts? 
a buying b buy c buys d bought  

4- I’m good at playing football ........................ I can run fast. 
a too b too c but d because 
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1-  First, you need to turn   helping me, Jack. 

2-  Thank you for   the air is black and toxic. 

3-  Seleem and Wael   your oven on to get it hot. 

4-  I can’t breathe,   like sport. 

   likes sport.  
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  Hedaya Malak is a famous Egyptian taekwondo player. She is 

one of the two people who carried the Egyptian flag at the Tokyo 

Olympic Games in 2021. This is amazing! Hedaya was born on 
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April 21, 1993. She began practicing taekwondo at the age of 

seven and won many prizes at the age of 14. She won the bronze 

medal at the Rio Olympics in 2016. She also won the bronze 

medal in Tokyo in 2021. Hedaya is a very kind person. In 2016 she 

helped a Moroccan athlete with special needs. Hedaya is 

practicing hard now. She really wants to win a gold medal! 

a
1- Hedaya is a famous Egyptian ........................ player.  
a taekwondo b tennis c football d karate  

2- Hedaya carried the Egyptian ............. at the Tokyo Olympic Games.  
a flat b flag c game d medal 

b 
1- Where was Hedaya born? 

 _________________________________________________________________________________  

2-  What did Hedaya do in 2016?   

 _________________________________________________________________________________  
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1- what - you - like - would - Hello, ?   
 _________________________________________________________________________________  

2- collects - He - day - eggs - every - fresh.   
 _________________________________________________________________________________  

3- would - like.- rice, - I  - some - please.    
 _________________________________________________________________________________  

4- love - and - watching - karate - I - kung fu .   
 _________________________________________________________________________________  
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1- he dreams that he can t go to school to see his friends.  
 _________________________________________________________________________________  
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 . . What is it?   Why do you like it? 

 _________________________________________________________________________________  

 _________________________________________________________________________________  

 _________________________________________________________________________________   

 _________________________________________________________________________________  
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1 Hi! I’m Ibrahim ! I live in Alexandria. The library of Alexandria  

is a big and famous library in my city. Yesterday it was sunny. My 

family visited the park at the Montaza Palace. 
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